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Tweets

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Katie Hopkins @KTHopkins · Apr 27
Sadiq's prayers are with the knifeman at this difficult time. He has cut his hand. Ambulance staff are administering a halal plaster

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 27
ANTIFA: UNWITTING Pawns of the ESTABLISHMENT youtu.be/PMviZCjUoSY via @YouTube

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 27
Where Are the Moderate Muslims? youtu.be/Y9vN4XxO1E via @YouTube
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 27
Tommy Robinson: Troll Watch 2 (Mainstream Media Edition)
youtu.be/mn0IjoUjBZc via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
nobigotry ⾔語の暴力@nobigotry · Apr 26
Tommy Robinson confronts another accused UK Muslim rape gang - The Rebel therebel.media/tommy_robinson...

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 26
Crucesignatus! #Islam #WomansMarch #Jihad #BanIslam

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Richard 🍁 Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Apr 26
“Conservatives” need to step aside (or we’ll push you aside).

It’s time for real men to lead.

#Berkeley
@AnnCoulter

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 26
Randy Newman - A Few Words in Defense of Our Country (Official Video)
youtu.be/E0EAwSpTcM4 via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Richard 🍁 Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Apr 23
/pol/ has engaged in tireless work, and I’m deeply appreciative. The entire movement is appreciative. twitter.com/redpilidropper...

This Tweet is unavailable.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Chris Taylor @taylorchris221 · Apr 23
For the world to survive White males need to survive. If we go, you will soon follow. #TeamWhite

Wayne Peek Retweeted

David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Apr 23
Well well, who knew...

#BreakingNews

WE HAVE LOCATED THE "DEEP STATE"

That controls the United States Government.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Apr 23
Police: Indiana State Professor Fabricated Anti-Muslim Hate Crimes

Police: Indiana State Professor Fabricated Anti-Muslim Hate Crimes
A Muslim professor at Indiana State University lied about receiving threatening emails and being attacked on campus, police say. Azhar Hussain, 56, assistant prof... dailycaller.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Apr 23
Has @realDonaldTrump considered the thousands of Americans who would volunteer to make this a reality? Our children have dreams too.

ABC News Politics @ABCPolitics
Attorney General Sessions: "We don't have the ability to round up everybody, and there's no plans to do that." #ThisWeek
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 23
We have done this several times. How many more times do we need to do this? Every president has done it. We're done with all immigration.

David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Apr 22
I support open borders for 🇺🇸. Yes, Whites will be resented for our leading role in OBI. But without that leading role, 🇺🇸 will not survive.

David Duke updated his profile picture.
10 hrs · 🇺🇸

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 23
Dear French feminist protesters. When will your Muslim sisters be protesting with you topless? @Isarsour #Islam #WomensRights #Equality.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Mark Dice @MarkDice · Apr 23
Liberals on #WorldBookDay
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 23
Instead of my speech going to 250 students in york, it will now go to 100's of thousands on @TheRebelTV twitter.com/jchatfield94/s...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson ☠️ @PrisonPlanet · Apr 23
Interfering in foreign elections is terrible, unless you’re interfering on behalf of the establishment candidate.

FRENCH ELECTION: Barack Obama throws backing behind pro-EU c…
FRENCH presidential candidate Emmanuel Macron looks to be shoring up global support ahead of the first round of voting to be held later this we...
express.co.uk

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson ☠️ @PrisonPlanet · Apr 23
Obama interfered in a foreign election to help Macron. Where is the outrage?

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Gregory Montfort @GregMontfort · Apr 23
Why does Rothschild banker #EmmanuelMacron support closed borders for Israel but 3rd world immigration for France?

#Macron

Wayne Peek Retweeted

laugh@libs @LibsNoFun · Apr 22
4-20 science #marchforscience

get stoned
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Bruce Porter, Jr. @NetworksManager · Apr 22

We're a nation of European, Christian immigrants. 1965 Immigration Act is tearing America apart, illegals killing us mobile.twitter.com/TEN_GOP/status...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 22

"He went from being full of vigor and life to being drab and acting like he has a gun to his head."

Trump: DREAMers Should 'Rest Easy'; Prosecuting Assange 'OK Wit...

Can it get anymore obvious the deep state has taken total control of our president? Trump was not a 'shill from the beginning' as many people seem informationliberation.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 22

Please delete your account
How woke is your bae? Make him prove it by taking our news quiz. nyti.ms/2oAngEZ

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Fashy Haircut @NathanDamigo · Apr 22
@realDonaldTrump just took a fat shit on his constituents for people who would murder him if provided the opportunity. #Genius #DACA

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 22
Wilders: “We are being colonized. Our population is being replaced by people with norms and values that are not ours.”

Every day again.
We suffer from Islam.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Gregory Montfort @GregMontfort · Apr 22
Deport all 3rd world refugees & migrants!

#ChampsElysees #KarimCheurfi #ParisShooting #ParisAttack #LePen #AfD #Orban #Brexit #Pegida

THIS IS EUROPE!

THIS IS NOT EUROPE!
2nd doctor, wife arrested in genital mutilation case

Dr. Fakhruddin Attar and his wife were arrested around 9:30 a.m. Friday at Burhani Medical Clinic on Farmington Road
detroitnews.com

Fake victim? Anti-Muslim threats, attack hoax created by US professor to keep his job

An assistant professor at Indiana State University has been arrested for allegedly making false claims of anti-Muslim threats against him and report...
rt.com

Before the election, he said DACA would be gone on day one, no more regime change, China is a currency manipulator, etc. Now, tax cuts

But you knew before the election he was going to cut taxes, yes. So, no bait and switch.
Steven Crowder @scrowder · Apr 22
Dear March For Science drones: when does life begin?

Liberals love science!

Stand up for science

This is your daily reminder that Islam is cancer, muslims are dumb as pig shit and black lives don’t matter. Have a great day.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 22

Fashy Haircut @NathanDamigo · Apr 21

Antifa

We need to secure a safe space for our feelings and a future for our wives children
Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Robby Starbuck** :: @robbystarbuck · Apr 21

2nd doctor in Michigan arrested for Mutilating the genitals of young girls. This is happening in the United States.

---

**2nd doctor, wife arrested in genital mutilation case**

Dr. Fakhruddin Attar and his wife were arrested around 9:30 a.m. Friday at Burhani Medical Clinic on Farmington Road
detroitnews.com

---

Wayne Peek @jwpeak88 · Apr 22

Um, always you psychopath. It's all bad. When a illegal who shouldn't be here rapes someone we have extra problems.

---

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Michael Heaver** :: @Michael_Heaver · Apr 22

21 Islamist attacks carried out in France since 2015. Add in all of the foiled plots. This is a war.
238 murdered in France by jihadis since 2015
Huge scale of Islamic extremism exposed.
westmonster.com

Jack Posobiec 🇺🇸 @JackPosobiec · Apr 21
CNN
wants you to believe Trump is an idiot, but also that he colluded with Russia in history’s greatest conspiracy and fooled everyone

Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich · Apr 21
Nice private jet. How many Haitian children did sick Hillary sell to the Saudis to pay for it?

Nick Merrill @NickMerrill
Replying to @NickMerrill
More staff infighting...

PeterSweden 🇸🇪 @PeterSweden7 · Apr 21
WATCH: Swedish nationalists marching against increased immigration - communists show up. Watch what happens.

Fasty Haircut @NathanDamigo · Apr 21
From Snopes
a second time when she was not allowed to go to the bathroom. Rosealma said that she never threw up, Zinn's actions. Rosealma also told people that she was looking up trash, and that the image...
1. Styx, especially after the smoke boils on the street. Please watch the video.

2. Wayne Peak Retweeted

   **ABC 7 Chicago** @ABC7Chicago · Apr 20
   Neighbor charged in Schaumburg woman’s murder, arrested in Florida:
   abc7.ws/2oTWdIP

3. Wayne Peak Retweeted

   **TrumpLlamaStorm** @llamas4MAGA · Apr 21
   #rapist #killer whenR #marches #antifa #Dems 4 #victim #TiffanyThrasher
   murderVictim😆🤔? @maddow @CNBC @NBCNews @elizabethforma
   @MaxineWaters twitter.com/TEN_GOP/status...

   This Tweet is unavailable.

4. Wayne Peak Retweeted

   **BrewCitriot** @BrewCitriot · Apr 21
   Another American raped/killed in her own country by an illegal parasite
   foreigner #TiffanyThrasher #HeretoStay #BuildThatWall #DACA

5. Wayne Peak Retweeted

   **Corryn 🇺🇸** @Corrynmb
   MSM is ignoring the tragic story of TiffanyThrasher, who
   was brutally raped & murdered by an Illegal Immigrant on
   Easter! Very sad story 😢

6. Wayne Peak Retweeted

   **RR Another Becky🤔** @greeneyedbecky · Apr 21
   Say her name TiffanyThrasher was raped & murdered by an illegal alien. This
   didn’t have to happen @SpeakerRyan
   When will WE matter? @POTUS
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Defend Europa @DefendEvropa · Apr 21

Three young migrants jailed - suspected of gang rape in central Stockholm

avpixlat.info/2017/04/21/tre...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Liil Kanerva 😊 @More_Femininity · Apr 21

Tomorrow is Earth Day, so remember that white nations are the only ones attempting to save the earth!

Dr. White @RealDoctorWhite · Apr 21

Black on White violence

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich · Apr 21

Beta male inherits daddy's company, marries first woman who gave him attention, ruins company - many such cases!
Want to See Where Fox News is Likely Headed? Look No Further Than...
UPDATE: The Financial Times confirmed in January this is the real Twitter account of Kathryn Murdoch... In September Kathryn tweeted: "A vote for ...
theralphretort.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Bruce Porter, Jr. @NetworksManager · Apr 21
Replying to @NetworksManager
"You will be prosecuted, imprisoned, then deported. It is that simple."
GOES FOR ALL 30 MILLION ILLEGALS
AG Sessions

FOX & friends

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Golding @GoldingBF · Apr 21
Muslim
woman in Russia shouting 'Allahu Akbar' & holding the severed head of a child, claims Allah ordered her to cut off the girl's head!
Wayne Peak Retweeted

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Apr 21
Federal agents just arrested a second doctor in connection with the nation's first genital mutilation case.

2nd doctor, wife arrested in genital mutilation case
Dr. Fakhrudden Attar and his wife were arrested around 9:30 a.m. Friday at Burhani Medical Clinic on Farmington Road
detroitnews.com

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Apr 21
African migrant vs 11 British cops

Wayne Peak @iowneekRR · Apr 21
Wayne Peak Retweeted

**Paul Joseph Watson** @PrisonPlanet · Apr 20

My white British ancestors risked their lives to free black slaves from Islamic brutes who tortured, castrated & killed them.

This is what submission looks like.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 21
The problem with Islam is Mohammed

149 708 2.3K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 20
Tucker: Venezuela teaches the value of the Second Amendment
youtube.be/AyYzJVSa-Gs via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Chris Taylor @taylorchrist221 · Apr 20
Hitler has inspired more people the world over than any other. Whether pro or anti he is the source #HappyBirthdayUncle #HitlerWasRight

5 9

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Fashy Haircut @NathanDamigo · Apr 20
If you started following me over the last couple days, please watch this education video compilation I compiled.

The Fastest Route To The Red Pill
It has occurred to me that perhaps one of the easiest or fastest ways to introduce the Alternative Right to people is through providing them with a series of high quality...
nathandamigo.com

10 48 106

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Apr 20
Question for Western Civilization. Are you awake to the threat of Islam yet? #Paris #ParisShooting

87% I'm woke
3% I'm groggy
10% I'm still in a coma

3,025 votes · Final results

59 369 216

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 20
it's simply known as the city of terror & war thanks to Islam

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Apr 20
Professor Eric Clanton, of Diablo Valley College, used a "U lock" to smash the head of a Trump supporter.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson 🇺🇸 @PrisonPlanet · Apr 20
Shots fired, police injured at Champs Élysées in Paris. France enjoying more cultural enrichment.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 20
Happy birthday to the greatest man who ever lived #Happy420

Wayne Peek Retweeted

JennyGierz_1488 @JennyGierz · Mar 14
A young White couple and their baby. Celebrate traditionalism! Motherhood must be valued again and NEVER disrespected. #NoFeminism
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 20
Black lives matter, Islam, and Antifa Commies are pure pig shit. None of these groups belong in America. None of them. Deport all of them.

Jack Posobiec 🇺🇸 @JackPosobiec · Apr 19
Media screams about white nationalism but is silent when a black Muslim nationalist kills whites #Fresno youtu.be/ze1QW9C_jSA

John Adams @Johnadams0311 · Apr 20
@DVC_updates your professor eric clanton is going to get first hand experience of the prison system # antifa #ericclanton

Red Pill Philosophy @RedPillTweets · Apr 20
If true, this motherfucker needs to be criminally charged immediately. He viciously bashed a metal bike lock on Trump supporter's head:
twitter.com/polNewsNet/sta...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Because We Live Here @SolzhenitsynPK · Apr 19
One of the 3 murdered whites in Fresno (by black racist) had #WePunchNazis image of @RichardBSpencer as Facebook cover photo since 1/21/16

Zack Randalls updated his cover photo.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Betty Boop @bettyfreedoms · 14 Jun 2015
I wonder how much they pay them at CNN to extol socialism? Enlist in the USFA at USFREEDOMARMY.COM, Ladies OK.

CNN'S ERIN BURNETT SIDES WITH TERRORISTS

RETWEET IF YOU THINK SHE'S AN EVIL BITCH

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 19
White genocide is real. What can come of a non white world? I'm thinking enslaved low I.Q. Globalist slaves with no future and no Identity.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

mary mullen @a3auntie · Apr 19
Replying to @Lazulu_OFFICIAL @LarryFreeborn and 3 others
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Steve Osborne @SteveOsborneUS · Apr 19
Padlocks attached to towels used by antifa when they attack someone. This is a still from the video I posted.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Katy-Deplorabelletta @KatyyAnnn · Apr 19
A country that prohibits its weak citizens from having guns to protect themselves from strong thugs is a country at war with its own people

Wayne Peek Retweeted

WeAreChange NYC @WeAreChangeNYC · Apr 19
He warns the public that the threat of terrorism in the United States has reached an all-time high with radicalize...
DHS Secretary: FBI Investigating Radical Terrorists In All 50 States
According to Department of Homeland Security Secretary, John Kelly, warns the public that threats of terrorism has reached an all-time high in the U.S.
wearechange.org

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 19
Islam is a cancer. It's a disgusting cult full of brain dead and ignorant followers. Islam doesn't belong in America and should be banned.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
The New Observer @NewObOnline · Apr 19
Fresno Shooting Highlights America’s Anti-White Murder Plague
newobserveronline.com/2017/04/fresno...

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 19
Once again black America is culturally enriching us with another mass murder. but, but Dylan roof once shot people so whites do it too.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 19
'Gang of barbarians' go on trial for Paris torture and murder of Jewish man - Telegraph
'Gang of barbarians' go on trial for Paris torture and murder of Jews...
A gang of 28 Muslims known as 'the barbarians' go on trial today accused of the 24-day torture and murder of a young Jewish man that appalled France
telegraph.co.uk

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet - Apr 19
Polish Government Will Not Allow 'Bloody Harvest' of Multiculturalism

Polish Government Will Not Allow 'Bloody Harvest' of Multiculturalism
Poland's interior minister said the country will reject multiculturalism which he said led to the "bloody harvest" of terror attacks across Europe.
breitbart.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Jack Posobiec 🇺🇸 @JackPosobiec - Apr 18
Let that sink in

Jacob Wohl @JacobAWohl
BREAKING REPORT: Obama, Comey Relied On Discredited BuzzFeed Dossier To Obtain FISA Warrant On Trump Campaign bit.ly/2pQH33Y

Wayne Peek Retweeted
David Duke @DrDavidDuke - Apr 18
Hail #RichardSpencer!

#Auburn
Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Richard Spencer** @RichardBSpencer · Apr 18

Amazing victory tonight! Thanks to everyone who was involved!

#Auburn

165 343 1.6K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**WhitidentityPolitix** @whitereddit · Apr 18

HAPPENING WATCH: Spencer Vs Antifa At Auburn

HAPPENING WATCH: Spencer Vs Antifa At Auburn
The moment has come. Join the Livestream to see Spencer’s rally for free speech at Auburn University. UPDATE: First blood has been drawn. **...

altright.com

17 14

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Breitbart News** @BreitbartNews · Apr 18

new normal
Wayne Peek Retweeted

🌟 Warrior Ashley 🌟 @AshleyWarrior · Apr 17
Nashville area one of top 20 places in US where girls are at risk for FGM
#IslamIsTheProblem #WarOnWomen #BanSharia

Wayne Peek Retweeted

kek philosophy @STBTD_ · Apr 17
Replying to @Nakidape
that wine bottle in her hand. what was she going to use it for i wonder?

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Julian Assange 👯 @JulianAssange · Apr 16
After
the massacre of shiite refugee families in Syria yesterday let's recall the Western media's original CIA backed "moderate rebel"
Moderate Rebel

304  8.9K  8.9K

Wayne Peak Retweeted

@lvnnancy · Apr 17

Liberals say America is Heartless for protecting our Borders
That we have #islam Phobia
What more can we give?
#BostonMarathon
#TRUMP #tcot

View

Christie733 🇺🇸, EAGLE WINGS, SQNDRA 🇺🇸, RussianBot and 4 others

189  1.7K  1.3K

Wayne Peak Retweeted

@BakedNorwegian · Apr 16

Masked antifa-faggot hitting unarmed Trump-supporter in the head with U-lock for maximum damage.

#Berkeley (no outrage from libs here)

445  2.3K  1.9K

Wayne Peak Retweeted

@occdissent · Apr 17

SPLC: Defiant and Angry, White Nationalist Richard Spencer Promises Auburn Speech Will Go On

Defiant and Angry, White Nationalist Richard Spencer Promises Aub...
Ian Miles Cheong @stillgray · Apr 17

So which one is it? Was she cast out by her parents or did they give her $200,000 to launch a failed startup? homeless. No child should have to go through that. As congresswoman, I'll fight for those kids.

Cole Ledford @ColeLedford11

Sending extra love to all LGBTQ+ people who can not go home to celebrate Easter because their families aren't accepting. You are loved 🌈

9:52 AM · 16 Apr 2017

83 428 809

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Apr 17

Attention Chad Nationalists:

Put down the Natty Lite, pick up a milk, and get your ass to #Auburn!

White Nationalist Richard Spencer Will Visit a College Next Week — …

Auburn University students are protesting in response.

teenvogue.com
Planned Attack on Russian Embassy Foiled 'at Last Minute' After Security Forces Storm Migrant Camp

A Moroccan migrant who plotted to launch an attack outside the Russian embassy in Berlin, Germany, was arrested just hours before the planned...

breitbart.com
More Mosque school trips to "combat Islamophobia"

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Apr 17
The super Liberal Democrat in the Georgia Congressional race tomorrow wants to protect criminals, allow illegal immigration and raise taxes!

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 16
Kai Murros - "Embrace Hate... Hate Is Your Most Powerful Weapon"
youtu.be/6PV8quOmh8 via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ann Coulter @AnnCoulter · Apr 16
Victor Orban's Easter message will make you want to give up on Trump and move to Hungary -

Orban Easter Speech: "Battlefield Europe... Stop Mass Migration. The...
Calling international politics a "battlefield", Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán said mass migration threatens the future of Europe.
breitbart.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

The Spectator Index @spectatorindex · Apr 16
BREAKING: US Vice President says the 'era of strategic patience' with North Korea is 'over'

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 16
Looks like @POTUS is going to strike North Korea nuclear plants.
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 16
LIVE: Alex Jones, Paul Joseph Watson, & Mike Cernovich In Austin
infowars.com/live-alex-jone... via @realmalexjones

LIVE: Alex Jones, Paul Joseph Watson, & Mike Cer...
Media attacks on Infowars intensify as message of liberty spreads worldwide
infowars.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Mark Dice @MarkDice · Apr 16
Worldstar
Hip Hop glorifies recording crimes and so this Facebook live murder in Cleveland is the unfortunate next step of that culture.

137 676 2.0K

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Mike Brosnahan @MikeMtkg63 · Apr 16
Don't underestimate what @KimDotcom could pull off with #Megaupload20 - The Parallax the-parallax.com/2017/04/12/don...

7 71 165

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Partisangirl 🇫🇷 @Partisangirl · Apr 16
"You want to evacuate the shi'ites do you? They won't leave but as corpses!"
#Syria-n Rebel after bus bombing #Fuah_Kafraya_massacre #fuah
WeAreChange NYC @WeAreChangeNYC · Apr 16
#WeAreChange #WRC if.t/t/2nT1sIN

Yo Bashar, we've basically ended the war, almost destroyed Isis and the Western puppets... What's next? Any orders?

How about we gas hundreds of civilians for no reason other than to turn the public against us and legitimize the west attacking us?

PeterSweden @PeterSweden7 · Apr 16
Reminder: Never forget 11 year old Ebba.

This must not happen again!

I'll never forget them 🌸 and I hope America never does 🇺🇸 #OneBostonDay #BostonStrong #BostonMarathon #America #StopTerrorismNow #Boston
Wayne Peek Retweeted

🌟 Warrior Ashley 🌟 @AshleyWarrior · Apr 16
Syria: Sunni Muslims Kill 126 Wound 55 Shi'ite Evacuees. Among Dead 68 Children. WAKE UP LIBS THIS IS A DEATH CULT
ln.is/www.jihadwatch...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Geert Wilders @geertwilderspvv · Apr 16
Turkey chose for more islamofascism and totalitarianism today.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Renegade5228_ @Renegade5228_ · Apr 16
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 16
#antifa fags. These people are scum commies who are not Americans. They don’t belong here. It’s time to remove all commies.

Viva Europa 🇳🇴 @BakedNorwegian
Replying to @BakedNorwegian
This happened minutes before and she can thank her "comrades" for what happened:

twitter.com/BakedNorwegian...

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 16
Once again. We are here to deal with the 3rd world hell hole the left has imported. White Americans are not safe. We need a ethnostate now.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 16
Sultan Tayyip I Now Commands The Former Turkish Republic, Referendum Succ... youtube.be/3gxstAx3vpQ via @YouTube

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 16
Something is Rotten in the State Denmark youtube.be/xMBv8aA_Fks via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Fashy Haircut @NathanDamigo · Apr 15
The violent antifa terrorists have been pushed almost a half mile away by the anti-communist coalition.

175 295 1.1K

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Hunter Wallace @occdissent · Apr 15
The antifa eroded the taboo on political violence and pushed to end free
So now we have this Punch a Communist in the face meme floating around. #berkeleyprotests

Gender Equality on the #Berkeley Battlefield Has Been Achieved 😅

anti fa and #Berkeleyfreespeech rally really have some interesting signs out today. live now on Facebook.com/Wearechange.org
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 15
Tucker: Genital mutilation not important to US feminists youtu.be/SMIr87dVxs via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich · Apr 15
Man takes the stage at anti-Trump rally, declaring, "Bill Clinton is a rapist!"
Crowd rushes man.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Deplorable Racist AI @1u4m4 · Apr 8
WESTERNERS - WAKE UP!!!
Forget your dam PC!
WAKE UP!
Islam has been doing this 1400 years.
Not a religion: A torture cult

rt @SarnoRichard
YOU NAIL MAN'S BEST FRIEND TO A NEIGHBOR'S DOORWAY TO INDICATE THE NEXT TARGET OF YOUR WRATH.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Kelly @OkKelly22 · Feb 15

Refugees...hmm

Let's look at which of these are wearing life jackets shall we?

#IslamicValues
#refugeecrisis

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Julian Assange @JulianAssange · Apr 15

Detained

without charge for 7 years, in violation of 2 UN rulings, I still walk the streets of the world--thanks to artists who give a damn

Kim Dotcom @KimDotcom · Apr 15

Do you think Kim Jong Un should get his own Twitter account to go head to head with @realDonaldTrump?

86% Yes, please, do it, now.

14% No, don't, please, never.
Hunter Wallace @occdissent · Apr 15

Indeed, it was a genius move to plunge us into Syria for humanitarian reasons after what happened in Aleppo this morning.

Bill Mitchell @mitchellvii

I'm sorry, but @realDonaldTrump is a freaking STRATEGIC GENIUS!

Pat Conde @patconde · Apr 15

The far right is on the rise in Britain. Here it shows its ugly face outside Parliament.

Partisangirl  @Partisangirl · Apr 15

Are you going to cry @IvankaTrump about the beautiful Babies just blown up by the Al Qaeda rebels your dad's cruise missiles helped? #Syria
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Sarah Abdallah @sahouraxo · Apr 14
Today marks 3 years since Maaloula, the oldest inhabited Christian town where Aramaic is still spoken, was liberated from Al-Qaeda. #Syria

Wayne Peek Retweeted

RT @RT_com · Apr 15
At least 16 killed in colossal Sri Lankan garbage dump landslide (PHOTOS) on rt.com/88yo

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Shannon Gibbs @Liberal_Lunacy · Apr 12
Wayne Porter, Jr. @NetworksManager · Apr 14
Until we #BanIslam there will be no peace. Can’t have mosques preaching our death in our own lands.
#DC #MAGA
twitter.com/ConradCortez/s...

Jack Posobiec 🇺🇸 @JackPosobiec · Apr 14
Breaking - Trump Supporters Announce Keep Bannon Flash Mob Tomorrow at the White House
KeepBannon.com

Sarah Abdallah @sahouraxo · Apr 14
Hundreds of Syrian Christians attended their very first #GoodFriday mass in #Aleppo’s St. Elijah Cathedral in nearly five years. #Syria
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 15
Black on white murder belies the greatest hoax of our lifetime -- black ... youtu.be/SZHtT3a52U via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
RAMZPAUL @ramzpaul · Apr 14
She should be cleaning toilets in Pakistan.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Richard 👏 Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Apr 14
Replying to @RichardBSpencer
We are flying people to Auburn and purchasing safety gear. We really need your help. I wouldn’t ask if it weren’t true.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 14
Muslims Took Command Of Senate Floor To Pray To Allah Until This Veteran... youtu.be/r9EDZLSSVps via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Mark Romano @TheMarkRomano · Apr 13
"Refugees" plead guilty to raping 5-year-old in Idaho.

The Obama Legacy.

Source:
"Refugees" Plead Guilty to Raping 5-Year-Old Girl i... No coverage by the "mainstream media." No outrage by the American People. You wonder how things have gotten so bad in Europe? This is how! Take a good hard themarkromano.com

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 14
Being a farmer in South Africa is the most dangerous occupation in the world #blackpeople #whiteprivledge

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Minister Edward Cage @I_AmAmerica · Apr 13
Black
America, former President Obama done more for illegal aliens, Syrian refugees and Iran than you. Then he dumped them in your community.
Fares Shehabi @ShehabiFares · Apr 14
Instead of supporting the secular state in Syria, the West wants to give the country to islamist thugs!

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ann Kelly @LadyAodh · Apr 13
Her cheek and lip were sliced open requiring forty stitches to close. narrative-collapse.com/2017/04/13/wom... #whitegenocide #BlackLivesMatter

Woman slashed across the face at random on NYC …
40 stitches!
narrative-collapse.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

George Burdi @georgeburdi · Apr 14
Imminent #whitegenocide in South Africa, but websites HumanRightsWatch and Amnesty Int'l mention NOTHING about it.

Ann Kelly @LadyAodh
Thousands of kids are forced to live in squatter camps. They need your help! SAFRPSA.org #WhiteGenocide

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Fares Shehabi @ShehabiFares · Apr 14
Aleppo
is rising again after the Syrian army defeated the forces of evil & terrorism that conquered the city for more than 4 years!

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 13
Tucker: MS-13 gang far greater threat than ISIS youtube.be/4m6GJDqJ5g via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Detroit doctor first to be charged under federal law against female genital mutilation washingtontimes.com/news/2017/apr/... via @washtimes
Detroit doctor accused of female genital mutilation procedures
A Detroit emergency room physician was charged in federal court Thursday with performing female genital mutilations in what is thought to be the first...

WashingtonTimes.com

WikiLeaks  @wikileaks  Apr 13
Those tunnels the U.S is bombing in Afghanistan? They were built by the CIA nytimes.com/2005/09/11/mag... (via @GabiElenaDohm)

The first time bin Laden had seen the Tora Bora caves, he had been a young mujahedeen fighter and a recent university graduate with a degree in civil engineering. It had been some 20 years before, during Washington’s first Afghan war, the decade-long, CIA-financed jihad of the 1980’s against the Soviet occupation. Rising to more than 13,000 feet, 35 miles southwest of the provincial capital of Jalalabad, Tora Bora was a fortress of snow-capped peaks, steep valleys and fortified caves. Its miles of tunnels, bunkers and base camps, dug deeply into the steep rock walls, had been part of a CIA-financed complex. Bin Laden had flown in dozens of bulldozers and other pieces of heavy equipment from his father’s construction empire, the Saudi Binladin Group, one of the most prosperous construction companies in Saudi Arabia and throughout the Persian Gulf. According to one frequently told story, bin Laden would drive one of the bulldozers himself across the precipitous mountain peaks, constructing defensive tunnels and storage depots.

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet  Apr 13
#MOAB killed a hundred ISIS fuckers.

Report: Afghan Official Says 94 ISIS Fighters Were Killed in MOAB St... “I am on the line with local officials of Nangarhar. They say…” ljr.com
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 13
America is cracking. If we want to move forward we have to build a foundation again. A country for one people again!

Wayne Peek Retweeted
nbigotry 🇺🇸🇯🇴@nbigotry · Apr 13
Muslim women praise Allah that men are allowed to HIT them ! (Koran verse 4:34 actually says to SCOURGE them, not "hit" them.

LALO DAGACH @LaloDagach
Muslim women in Australia explain how men should beat women.
full clip: ow.ly/mkPi3GaONWi

Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸@Cernovich · Apr 13
Detroit is a caliphate.

DOJ Arrests Michigan Doctor For Genital Mutilation... Horror.
townhall.com

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧@TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 13
# Winning

Account home
Tommy Robinson ©@TRobinsonNewEra

28 day summary with change over previous period
Tweets 1,670 ↑78.4%
Tweet Impressions 87.3M ↑130.2%
Profile visits 6.48M ↑313.3%

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧@TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 13
Watch: Muslim Rape Gang Exits Court, Horrified To See Who’s Waiting Outside
• Mad World News
Watch: Muslim Rape Gang Exits Court, Horrified To See Who's Waiting...
After allegedly committing over 170 acts of sexual abuse against a staggering number of victims, some as young as 11 years old, a group o...
madworldnews.com

94 681 724

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Apr 13
12-year-old girl raped by 50 UN workers as part of child sex ring involving at least 134 peacekeepers. dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4...

'I did not even have breasts': Haitian girl forced to have sex with nearly 50 UN workers as part of child sex ring involving at least 134 peacekeepers

- Rape victim has revealed how she was forced to have sex with UN workers
- She claims peacekeepers in Haiti offered children cookies in return for sex
- In Haiti, 134 Sri Lankan peacekeepers exploited children from 2004 to 2007

263 2.7K 1.8K

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Chris Taylor @taylorchris221 · Apr 13
Whites dont have a --right-- to live. Life isnt fair nor do good guys win. You must fight and unite to exist as a people.

4 7

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 13
29 people in court over 170 charges of sexual exploitation of 18 children | Muslim women were helping the men

29 people in court over 170 charges of sexual exploitation of 18 children
The offences include rape, trafficking, sexual activity with a child, child neglect, child abduction, supplying drugs and making indecent images of...
metro.co.uk
PeterSweden @PeterSweden7 · Apr 12

11 year old Ebba was dismembered as she was mowed down by the Stockholm terrorist. What happened is pure evil.

Wayne Peak Retweeted

PeterSweden @PeterSweden7 · Apr 12

Apparently she was deaf so she couldn’t hear the truck coming full speed right behind her 😢😢😢

PeterSweden @PeterSweden7

11 year old Ebba was dismembered as she was mowed down by the Stockholm terrorist. What happened is pure evil.

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Ann Corcoran @RefugeeWatcher · Apr 12

On

March 16th Trump said he would begin 120-day moratorium on refugee resettlement. Since then he has added 2,074 WITHOUT extreme vetting.

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 12

We cannot go on like this.
'Despair' over death of girl, 11, in Sweden attack
A school governor says there was "something special" about 11-year-old Ebba Akerlund, one of four people killed in Stockholm.
news.sky.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Based Monitored 🇸🇦 @BasedMonitored · Apr 12
Saudi Arabia: Two women walk alongside highway without male guardians and men slow down to harass them.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Hunter Wallace @occdissent · Apr 10
Because of the sacred Narrative

Wayne Peek Retweeted
SeeSharp78 @SeeSharp78
This 11 year old deaf girl was killed in the #Stockholm muslim attack. Why is she not getting the MSM airtime Aylan(boy on beach) got?

Wayne Peek Retweeted
U.S. Freedom Army @USFreedomArmy · Apr 11
The women of TX have their own ideas about these attacks. Join our patriot army at USFREEDOMARMY.COM & meet our patriots. Sign in now.
TRY THAT SH*T IN TEXAS AND

Hitler was always right #OffendEveryoneIn4Words

I'm a white male.

Those That Continue 2 Seek Improper & Illegal Entry Into This Country B Forewarned: This Is A New Era. This Is The Trump Era

#BuildTheWall
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 11
ANOTHER fake hate crime blamed on white people and Trump.

COPS: Black man firebombed immigrant’s store, au…
A hate crime allegedly perpetrated by “white America” turned out to be hoax perpetrated by a black criminal with an ax to grind against President Trump. Charlott...
theamericanmirror.com

78 1.1K 1.7K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 10
FAKE NEWS: “Racist AirBNB HostRefuses Asian”!! | Louder With Crowder
youtu.be/8N1Rz7cqreA via @YouTube

Based Monitored @BasedMonitored · Apr 10
I thought only white guys shoot up schools???? That's what I was told.

CBS Los Angeles @CBSLA
SAN BERNARDINO UPDATE: Photo of Cedric Anderson who was the shooter in this morning’s school shooting has been released by @SanBernardinoPD

40 171 252

Wayne Peek Retweeted

CC @ChristiChat · Apr 10
The path to #MAGA just got a lot easier with today’s confirmation of #SCOTUS Justice Neil Gorsuch.

Now it’s time to retire Ruth! 😳
Wayne Peak Retweeted
L. Ron Muhammad @LRonMuhammad · Apr 3
The 😊 #ReligionOfPeace 🤔
spreading peace 😊
in #StPetersburg 😊

ALLahu akbar !!!

Don't mix everything together.
Don't play the game of the far-right.

Don't be a troublemaker!
He is a troubled young man.

Don't forget we colonized his country.
It is an isolated case, a crazy man.
He is a manipulation by the system.

Wayne Peak Retweeted
L. Ron Muhammad @LRonMuhammad · Apr 10
⚠️ 2017 UPDATE:
579 attacks in 41 countries
4045 killed
4806 injured
thereligionofpeace.com/attacks/attack...

DIVERSITY S STRENGTH
"It's OK Ma'am, they Died for Divers..."
James Woods - @RealJamesWoods - Apr 10
Turning point to sanity on the #SCOTUS

Dan Scavino Jr. - @Scavino45
#NeilGorsuch #SCOTUS

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Ann Coulter - @AnnCoulter - Apr 10
HEY,
REX! Mexicans committing LOTS of crimes against innocents. (Please show photo to Ivanka.) What's our policy on that again?

Brandon Darby - @brandondarby
Stop saying journos reporting on Trump are "brave." BS. This female Mexican journalist was brave to report on her government.

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Tommy Robinson - @TRobinsonNewEra - Apr 10
Sweden will 'NEVER GO BACK' to mass immigration after Stockholm terror, says shocked PM |

Sweden will ‘NEVER GO BACK’ to mass immigration after Stockholm...
SWEDEN’S prime minister vowed his country would never go back to the days of mass immigration after it emerged the Stockholm attacker was a ...
express.co.uk

Wayne Peak - @jwpeak88 - Apr 10
I'm not completely convinced the Swedish people have woke up but it's a start.

Based Monitored - @BasedMonitored
Sweden has been red pilled. dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4...
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Harry Khachatryan @Harry176 · Apr 10
Chechnya (99% Muslim) opens concentration camp for gays. Hope liberals have another mob protest at Mike Pence's house

Chechnya 'opens world's first concentration camp for homosexuals'
Chechnya, under president Ramzan Kadyrov, has opened the first concentration camp for homosexuals since Hitler where gay men are bei...
dailymail.co.uk

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Jack Posobiec 🇺🇸 @JackPosobiec · Apr 10
Poll: What should Trump do next in Syria?

- 3% Invade with US troops
- 18% Arab coalition force
- 6% More strikes
- 73% Nothing

4,852 votes · Final results

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 10
Replying to @martian_munk
@stillgray once again, why a white woman and black man? It’s seriously being pushed everywhere.

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Scott Greer @ScottMGreer · Apr 9
If you’re horrified by the attacks on Christians in Egypt, then don’t support toppling the guy protecting them in Syria

Wayne Peak @jwpeek88 · Apr 10
Replying to @_Renegade5228
@Kudrarchie211 low and archy are diseases to this planet
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Jane Bourne @FreeMeFromPC · Apr 10
Bring in 400,000 immigrants/yr + 25,000 refugees + 1000s of illegal aliens crossing our borders...that will help real CDN!

CPAC @CPAC_TV
Here’s what we’re asking Canadians, next on Outburst.

1 11 29

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 10
#FireNikkiHaley

174 547 1.3K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 10
We are at war with Islam. Muslims are not your friend. They want you dead.
They want your country and freedoms to be destroyed. Wake up!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Sarah Abdallah @sahouraxo · Apr 8
Putin: If the US has evidence of #Syria’s Army using chemical weapons, then they should show it. If it is not shown, then it does not exist.

491 6.1K 6.3K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored @BasedMonitored · Apr 9
GRAPHIC: Coptic Christians lay lifeless on the streets of Egypt. #PalmSunday
twitter.com/rairizarry/sta...

249 1.4K 751

Wayne Peek Retweeted

James B @jbro_1776 · Apr 8
Guccifer and @wikileaks have confirmed what we all knew, Seth Rich DNC IT Staffer was the leaker.

#SethRich
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Robert Roth @RogueLeaks · Apr 8

Urgent #Trumpleaks - #Jordan has been attacked by US #blackops - first #Syria now Jordan. #Turkey is next. #Retweet #theresistance #WWII

Official NotMyPres. @officialnmp · 1m

#BreakingNews - #Jordan has been rocked by a series of attacks. It was US #blackops. They're invading bordertowns now. Next step? #Turkey

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Hunter Wallace @occdissent · Apr 8

Back
in the War Room, Kushner, Cohn, Netanyahu, Kristol and the rest of the neocons gather to watch the invasion of Syria and Iran
Wayne Peek Retweeted
IDENTITY EVROPA @IdentityEvropa · Apr 9
#NoTrumpWar

INVAD THE WORLD
IS NOT SUSTAINABLE
#NOTRUMPWAR

Wayne Peek Retweeted
PeterSweden @PeterSweden7 · Apr 9
I realized that the photo i saw from Stockholm of a girl with her legs torn off and torso cut in half is in fact... 📸📸📸 twitter.com/KurtKenley/sta...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 9
This is islam

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

View
As a Christian nation, we should prioritise Christian refugees who are being ethnically cleansed by Muslims in M.E

EGYPT CHURCH BOMBING: At least 27 dead and 78 injured after explosion inside a church has killed at least 27 people and left 78 injured in Egypt.
express.co.uk

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Dan Bongino @dbongino · Apr 8
Does anyone else find it troubling that #SusanRice had better intel on the Trump team than she did on Syrian chemical weapons? #Syria

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored @BasedMonitored · Apr 9
The suicide bomber in Alexandria blew himself up just inches from two women. #PalmSunday #Egypt

Sadegh Ghorbani

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Apr 8
Alt-Right And White Nationalist Supporters Led Tense Protests Against Trump's Airstrikes on Syria
Alt-Right And White Nationalist Supporters Led Tense Protests Against... White nationalist Richard Spencer has been an outspoken supporter of Trump — but the President's decision to strike Syria has caused a rift.

buzzfeed.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Based Monitored 🇪🇬 @BasedMonitored - Apr 9
25 dead and 71 wounded as Muslims attack church in Tanta, Egypt. Coptic Christians need our help. #PalmSunday #Egypt

AlwaysActions

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 - Apr 9
Egypt Church Blast 090417 youtu.be/WRSnzjQ7kqw via @YouTube This is what we are at war with.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson 🧟‍♂️ @PrisonPlanet - Apr 8
The men in white coats need to hurry up. This is the NY Times' most credible writer. 😎

Louise Mensch 😙 @LouiseMensch
Replying to @TrickFreee

Uh-oh MagicMilkyLeaks looks like you're gonna die in jail, Ivan you fucking twat
YOU WILL ALL DIE IN JAIL cc @Cernovich @PrisonPlanet
Wayne Peek Retweeted

PeterSweden 🇸🇪 @PeterSweden7 · Apr 8
One of the victims of yesterdays Stockholm attack.
twitter.com/KurtKenley/sta...

This Tweet is unavailable.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Apr 8
First victim of Stockholm terror attack is identified | Daily Mail Online

First victim of Stockholm terror attack is identified as girl, 11
The child is thought to have been walking home from school along Drottninggatan high street when she was mown down by the beer truck.
dailymail.co.uk

Wayne Peek Retweeted

SevenCrimes @Seven_Crimes · Apr 8
368 illegals.

If we deported 1000 a week, we still wouldn't get rid of all illegals until 2209 AD.
The current scheme is insufficient.

Nick Short 🇺🇸 @PoliticalShort
Arrests of illegal criminals jumps 250% in one week! Keep up the great work @ICEgov! ICE is doing a terrific job. washingtonexaminer.com/ice-expands-ra...
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ann Corcoran @RefugeeWatcher - Apr 7

91 271 311

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 - Apr 7
I want @AnnCoulter to run for president in 2020. We need you!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Faith J Goldy 🇨🇦 @FaithGoldy - Apr 7
A little girl said she was sexually assaulted by a refugee; MSM chose not to believe her. Turns out she was telling the truth. Sick. Sad.

Liz @SaveWest1
Replying to @SaveWest1 @annamerlan and 3 others
Congrats @stranahan & @FaithGoldy for having their reporting vindicated. They actually did work unlike the media who instantly dismissed it.

93 2.1K 2.5K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet - Apr 7
The photos out of Stockholm are harrowing. Victims torn limb from limb. This is Europe's new normal and it makes me sick.

433 3.9K 7.2K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard 👍 Spencer @RichardBSpencer - Apr 7
#FireKushner

No one voted for Kushner. Indeed, many of us voted against people like Kushner having power.

186 1.2K 2.3K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

BNL @BreakingNLive - Apr 7
BREAKING NEWS: This is the moment the #terror truck passes by with incredible speed in #Stockholm.
#StockholmAttack

131 2.1K 907

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paulina Forslund @PaulinaForslund - Apr 7
One of the victims #ThisIsSweden #NordicResistanceMovement

201 758 454

Wayne Peek Retweeted

DRUDGE REPORT @DRUDGE REPORT - Apr 7
Putin calls US airstrikes on Syria an 'illegal act of a... Russian President Vladimir Putin believes that the US missile strikes on a Syrian air base broke international law and have seriously hurt US-Russia relations.
dailymail.co.uk

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 7

I truly despise Islam and all followers of it. You all are personally responsible for this planet's destruction. Liberal apologists are worse

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Breitbart News @BreitbartNews · Apr 7

Assad Regime: Trump Airstrikes Make U.S. a 'Partner' of Islamic Stat... The government of Syria has condemned U.S. airstrikes on a Syrian airbase in response to an alleged chemical weapons attack by Assad troo...
breitbart.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Partisangirl 🇺🇸@Partisangirl · Apr 7

Replying to @Partisangirl @Cernovich @leithfadel

We lost an airbase, that airbase is protecting a christian town in Hama that is now about to be raided by ISIS. Is that part of the chess...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

laugh@libs @LibsNoFun · Apr 7

Can they stay home now? #SyriaStrikes

"Refugees Welcome"
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Jared Taylor @jartaylor Apr 7
What will @realDonaldTrump change his mind on next?
#SyriaStrikes

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump 5 Sep 2013
AGAIN, TO OUR VERY FOOLISH LEADER, DO NOT ATTACK SYRIA - IF YOU DO MANY VERY BAD THINGS WILL HAPPEN & FROM THAT FIGHT THE U.S. GETS NOTHING!

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump 7 Sep 2013
President Obama, do not attack Syria. There is no upside and tremendous downside. Save your “powder” for another (and more important) day!

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump 5 Sep 2013
The only reason President Obama wants to attack Syria is to save face over his very dumb RED LINE statement. Do NOT attack Syria, fix U.S.A.

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump 5 Sep 2013
We should not attack Syria but if they make the stupid move to do so, the Arab League,whose members are laughing at us, should pay!

The Telegraph

News

Live | US strikes on Syria: Donald Trump's missile attack 'kills four children' as Russia condemns 'aggression'

David Duke @DrDavidDuke Apr 7
#StandWithAssad against ZOG!

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more View

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet Apr 7
“Mayor of Paris says Eiffel Tower will go black in homage to Stockholm.”
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Mark Dice @MarkDice · Apr 7

Even if the #SyriaStrikes start WWII, the whole planet gets nuked and we all die, that's still much better than if Hillary would have won.

1.3K 4.0K 11K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 7

I'm personally tired of dealing with all of America's short comings, illegals, liberals/dems and their insane policy's. I want a ethnostate.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Hunter Wallace @occdissent · Apr 7

Trump's Far-Right Supporters Turn on Him Over Syria Strike

Trump's Far-Right Supporters Turn on Him Over Syria Strike
Prominent writers and bloggers accused the president of spurning his voters by breaking his promise to keep the United States out of another...

nytimes.com

17 80 157

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Vice President Pence @VP · Apr 7

The nomination of Neil M. Gorsuch of Colorado to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States is confirmed.

1.3K 4.2K 21K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard 🍀 Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Apr 7

This is the level of credibility of those who supply "evidence" against Assad.
Are we really surprised that after Democrats DIDN'T use #NuclearOption, Republicans Perpetual high-road/low-road distinction.

4/6/17, 12:30

---

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer Apr 7

The #AltRight is necessary.

More than ever.

---

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Julian Assange @JulianAssange Apr 7

Sad to see ISIS-style killer "Truck attack" in Sweden reported today. 10k documents on Sweden and terrorism: search.wikileaks.org/?query=sweden+...
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ian Miles Cheong @stillgray · Apr 6

With
so many Trump supporters speaking out against his actions it’s as if
they’re not actually a cult as the MSM claimed they were.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 7

Sorry @POTUS you sacrificed your whole support base for liberals and war
hawks. You failed us.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 7

No, I don’t support destabilizing secular regimes in the Middle East. Never
have, never will. It only ever ends in disaster.

Alice’s Restaurant @Zemindar1

Replying to @PrisonPlanet

After
your “off the Trump train” tweet last night, where do you stand today.
Do you support President Trump in general, not strike or done?

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ann Kelly @LadyAodh · Apr 7

This is the #Stockholm terrorist.

Yet another non-white invader.

DIEversity is #WhiteGenocide!
Hunter Wallace @occdissent · Apr 6
Funny how they don't care about all the images of dead people in OUR countries caused by their immigration policies

Mark Collett @MarkACollett
Liberals attacked me for showing images of victims of Islamic terror, now they are using images of dead children as a pretext for war!

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 6
Paris Horror: Elderly Jewish Woman Thrown from Apartment to Her Death to Cry of “Allahu Akbar”

Paris Horror: Elderly Jewish Woman Thrown from ... In a violent attack causing trepidation amongst Paris’ Jewish community, a 66-year-old Orthodox woman, Sarah Halimi, was murdered to the cry of “Allahu thegatewaypundit.com

Baked Alaska™ @bakedalaska · Apr 6
We don’t want war in Syria! Don’t believe the #SyriaHoax, we need to focus on our own country right now. America First.

Ron Paul @RonPaul · Apr 5
‘FALSE FLAG’ — Ron Paul Says Syrian Chemical Attack ‘Makes No Sense’ ronpaullibertyreport.com/archives/false...
Justin Raimondo @JustinRaimondo · Apr 5
"Dead" victim of "sarın gas attack" in Syria opens her eyes.

Richard 🇺🇸 Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Apr 6
I absolutely condemn Washington's military strike against Syria.

#Syria #NoMoreWar

Judicial Watch 📓 @JudicialWatch · Apr 5
How Flynn could get immunity - via @thehill bit.ly/2oCHQcD

PlayTheTrumpCard @PlaysTrumpCard · Apr 5
Replying to @NetworksManager
Roger feeds story... no one bothers to wonder why or think past it lol

PlayTheTrumpCard @PlaysTrumpCard
Master strategist & top Trump advisor Steve Bannon does not make losing moves.

funniest thing: Trump haters think him leaving NSC is a win

Paul Joseph Watson 🕵️‍♂️ @PrisonPlanet · Apr 5
Noam Chomsky on Trump: "People will understand he's not bringing back jobs."

New job numbers ~263,000.

Video: Chomsky Repeats Assertion That Trump Co...
It's "easy to construct alleged attacks."
infowars.com

Donald Trump Jr. @DonaldJTrumpJr · Apr 4
Former CIA Analyst: Susan Rice's NSA demasking denials don't add up |
Former CIA Analyst: Susan Rice’s NSA demasking denials don’t add up
Former National Security Adviser Susan Rice broke her silence over this week’s stunning reports Tuesday after charges that she requested the ...
foxnews.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted
J Burton @JBurtonXP - Apr 4
Toxic
gas attack in Syria? QUICK! We have to bomb, invade, and destabilize the entire region to make sure no Syrians are ever harmed again.

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Steven Crowder @scrowder - Apr 4
Susan Rice, a history of lies #SusanRiceUnmasked #LeakedNothingToNobody

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Based Monitored @BasedMonitored - Apr 4
Alex Jones loses his mind on @RepAdamSchiff and it’s hilarious.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Steve King @SteveKingIA · Apr 4

MS-13 tactics. We are importing thousands of prime gang recruitment age males from the most violent places in world. pgj.cc/R8zRhf

64 185 218

Wayne Peek Retweeted

James Woods @RealJamesWoods · Apr 4

"I leaked nothin' to nobody." - Susan Rice. This quote reeks of an unhappy destiny. #RiceGate #Obama #SusanRice

537 2.8K 7.1K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Texas Bill Covfefe @starcrosswolf · Apr 4

Surveillance

on Pres. Trump began before Trump was the GOP nominee. This is not happenstance. Obama ordered it, Rice did it & they both lied

63 680 769

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Sarah Abdallah @sahouraxo · Apr 4

Berlin's Brandenburg Gate lit up for Turkey, Paris, London, Nice, etc but not #StPetersburg. Why? Russian victims of terror don't matter?
Anger as Berlin refuses to light Brandenburg Gate in Russian colors after attack.

A decision by the city of Berlin not to illuminate its most famous landmark, the Brandenburg Gate, in the colors of the Russian flag to show solidarity... reuters.com

After today’s revelations about #SusanRice, I think it’s become clear that the only foreigner who meddled in the election was Obama.

So we’ve gone from "Trump was never spied on, he lied!" to "we spy on everyone, what’s the big deal?" Sigh...

Susan Rice: "TOO MANY WHITES in top government jobs. This puts U.S. at risk because they all think alike".
STOP TERROR @S_T_O_P_TERROR · Apr 3
Oh no! Not again. #StPetersburg

Tolerant Fellow @nontolerantman · Mar 5
Choose your future.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Apr 4
Atlanta
ga is officially a 3rd world country held a float by a handful of successful company's. What a shame. What happened to America?

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Apr 3
"Prevention of Islamophobia."
Ayaan speaks out against FGM & violence towards women.
How is this “Islamophobic”?
Its insurers were contacted and warned there could be trouble, and venues where she was scheduled to speak had been contacted and warned that there would be protests where she was due to appear.

Much of this was done by an individual called Syed Murtaza Hussain of the Council for the Prevention of Islamophobia Inc.

Richard @RichardBSpencer - Apr 3
You aren’t welcome here. You have invaded our country and refuse to leave. It’s freeloding, pure & simple. Leave.

#DefendDACA @joseiswriting
Whiteness as a system:
When White people move, it’s courageous, Manifest Destiny. When people of color move, the question is, is it a crime?

Richard @RichardBSpencer - Apr 2
Thank you, President @realDonaldTrump. Please deport @joseiswriting. We have too many anti-white activists already.

#DefendDACA @joseiswriting
For the first time since high school, I don’t have my own apt. I am literally on the run and living w/ BFFs.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 - Apr 3
#SusanRice looks like a bad day for you! I hope you and @POTUS44 get to share a cell!

Based Monitored @BasedMonitored - Apr 2
700 people shot in Chicago and it’s only April. Libs, time to admit that Trump has been right all along.

NBC News @NBCNews
More than 700 people have been shot in Chicago so far this year. These are the stories of those left behind: nbcnews.to/20xRUA

Jordan B Peterson @jordanpeterson - Apr 1
Study of 929 companies over 31 yrs indicates “no positive effects” of diversity training in the average workplace.” bit.ly/2nrPilN

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 - Apr 1
If you want to protect the environment. Stop immigration. Millions of 3rd

...
Wayne Peek Retweeted
Ann Kelly @LadyAodh - Apr 1
Never forget these girls...
inquisitr.com/4097804/10-yea... #Trump #MAGA

10 Years Ago Today An Illegal Alien Killed These Two Girls
On March 30, 2007, a Mexican national named Alfredo Ramos slammed into the rear of a vehicle in which Alison Kuhnhardt, 17, and Tessa Tranc...
inquisitr.com

5 110 113

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Jason @CounterMoonbat - Mar 31
If Mike Pence was a Muslim there would be exactly zero media stories about how he and his wife conduct their marriage.

148 1.7K 3.6K

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump - Apr 1
It is the same Fake News Media that said there is "no path to victory for Trump" that is now pushing the phony Russia story. A total scam!

30K 22K 85K

Wayne Peek Retweeted
RAMZPAUL @ramzpaul - Mar 31
And, yes, this is "advertiser friendly."

Gregory Montfort @GregMontfort
Yes, #BlackLivesMatter activists call for rape & murder of whites.

Read: ...

Wayne Peek Retweeted
U.S. Freedom Army @USFreedomArmy - 5 Dec 2015
The gun control nuts think about like these sheep think. Enlist in our patriot army at USFREEDOMARMY.COM.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Bruce Porter, Jr. @NetworksManager · Mar 30

If we don’t DEPORT 30+ million illegal aliens in the United States we will be overrun in 20yrs or less. They’re ALL criminals folks

#IceRaids

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Mar 30

Did we ask students to write ww2 from Nazi perspective? Or rape from a rapists perspective?

US univ students told to write essay on 9/11 attack...

“Let’s focus on the 9/11 terrorist attack and how it might be interpreted differently by different people around the world,” the instructions read.

hindustantimes.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored 🔵 @BasedMonitored · Mar 30

Ronald Reagan: Fascism will arrive in America by way of liberalism.

twitter.com/InTheYear1611/...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored 🔵 @BasedMonitored · Mar 29

Lt. Gen Thomas McInerney says that Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton are “in violation of the espionage act”.

twitter.com/TEN_GOP/status...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Mar 29

White baby challenge?

#PlannedParenthood hates White babies - why is that?

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Laura Loomer ⬇️@LauraLoomer · Mar 28

How can @realDonaldTrump even know? It’s 2017 dude. The baby hasn’t even
Donald J. Trump - @realDonaldTrump · Mar 27
The Democrats will make a deal with me on healthcare as soon as ObamaCare folds - not long. Do not worry, we are in very good shape!

Wayne Peek - @jwpeek88 · Mar 27
Life in Sun Valley, ID youtube/xuy0s-K0NF8 via This is what white culture is all about.

Wayne Peek - @jwpeek88 · Mar 27
google.com/amp/s/www.thes... This man is a true hero.

Based Monitored - @BasedMonitored · Mar 27
African migrant pisses on train.

Amy Mek
Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Down With AntiWhites** @prowhitesunite · Mar 27

HAH! "Women, children and sickly men" my ass. This is an invasion aided by antiwhites who want #WhiteGenocide... trump #MondayMotivation

---

[Image of a man looking up at a screen with a police officer beside him]

Can we please hold a Candle Lit ceremony for this poor refugee. He traveled a huge distance and needs our help. He has not had steroids or any protein drink for 8 hours. Lets all forget our own people in the country and help these poor under nourished "peaceful" people coming from "peaceful" Islamic Countries.

---

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Ezra Levant** 🇨🇦 @ezralevant · Mar 26

Whether you're a Trump fan, a conservative or a Republican (or all three), it's clear that @SpeakerRyan has to go.
Colossal GOP failure and not just on health: Glenn Reynolds
Why aren't bills on infrastructure, tax reform and free speech lined up like planes on a runway?
usatoday.com

wayne peek retweeted

Ann Kelly @LadyAodh · Mar 26
This is exactly what foreign aid is doing.

#Trump #MAGA #AltRight #NewRight #DrainTheSwamp #tcot #inhybt #gop

FOREIGN AID, THE SIMPLE TRUTH:
THE MORE YOU FEED, THE MORE THEY BREED, THE MORE THEY NEED!
YOUR MONEY, CREATING THIRD WORLD OVERPOPULATION, FUELLING FAMINE, AND CREATING MASS IMMIGRATION!

wayne peek retweeted

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Mar 26
Your first mistake is underestimating the enemy. That'll get you killed.

Based Stickman @BasedStickMan_
The snowflakes are taking up arms. Haha!
phoenixnewtimes.com/news/lemons-gu...

wayne peek retweeted

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Mar 26
Putin on Europe: A society that cannot protect its children today, has no tomorrow. It does not have a future.

聖潔公義
General Kelly is doing a great job at the border. Numbers are down. Many are not even trying to come in anymore.

"Paul Ryan needs to step down as speaker of the house. The reason? He failed to deliver the votes on his healthcare bill." #openingstatement

If you are white and live in South Africa. You're a fucking idiot. #whitegenocide is real and blacks want you dead. Immigrate to America!

The antiwhites who run the #EU are trying to destroy native #Europeans. Same in #America = #WhiteGenocide -#refugees #germany #brexit #trump
HAS ITS OWN POLICE ESCORT

Wayne Peek Retweeted

sayinit ephanie @diseasesolved · Mar 26
Ban ALL muslims ALL mosques. It’s the only way.

Kyle Morris @RealKyleMorris
Leftists do not realize the true danger in sanctuary cities, but @michellemalkin does. #AmericaFirst

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Mar 26
Hillary Clinton shut down an investigation into pedophilia at the State Department. Ask yourself...why? twitter.com/Truth_Bombers/>

Wayne Peek @jawpeek88 · Mar 26
Paul Ryan has embarrassed America. He has had one of the greatest privileges and has completely pised it away. What a shame.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Colleen 🌈 🌟 @We_R_TheMedia · Mar 25
Nothing Demeans/Dehumanizes Women More Than Islamic Law

Linda Sarsour Isn't A Defender of Universal Human Rights She's A Defender of Sharia

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TrInistionNewEra · Mar 26
This isn't Isis, it's a usual Islamic country. Death for insulting Muhammad.

IranHumanRights.org 🇮🇷 @ICHR
#Iran's Supreme Court has confirmed death sentence for woman who walked in the streets of Tabriz.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Donald J. Trump 🇺🇸 @realDonaldTrump: Mar 25
Thanks you for all of the Trump Rallies today. Amazing support. We will all MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!

41 617 689

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson 🇺🇸 @PrisonPlanet: Mar 25
Feminism is no longer a fight for equality, it's a hysterical squabble for special victim status.

345 3.3K 8.3K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88: Mar 25
this guy is an embarrassment to the United States.

Fashy Haircut @NathanDamigo: Mar 25
The madman! 😂😂😂

口ひげの男 @Millennial_Matt
I met Elizabeth Warren Today!!!

1 10 44

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra: Mar 24
I feel like I've been banging my head against a wall for yrs

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

339 5.4K 7.4K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88: Mar 24
Here's a idea for whites who just love diversity so much! Move to Africa. Living in a white country is much better. Enjoy yourself.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88: Mar 24
Replying to @adios_m_general
being white is amazing. It's hilarious to see other races want to be white so bad. They can't even create for themselves.

James Woods 🇺🇸 @RealJamesWoods: Mar 23
Is it time for @SpeakerRyan to step down and let someone, ANYONE, actually fulfill the promises Republicans made for the last several years?

1.2K 7.6K 17K
Telling a #Moslem has a history oferved, 8.6 million views in 24 hours, are people waking up

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

 равно 142 631 1.9K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Mar 23
24 Huddersfield men and 2 women charged after girls as young as 11 were raped and sexually abused - Read the names 😞

24 men and 2 women charged after girls as young ... They are among 29 in total charged as part of Operation Tendersea after 18 girls aged between 11 and 17 were sexually abused in Huddersfield
examiner.co.uk

 равно 70 514 406

Wayne Peek Retweeted

The Rouser @RouserNews · Mar 23
How do you want the #AHCA vote to go today in the House?

61% No, it's Obamacare life

28% Yes

11% No, let's keep Obamacare

184 votes · Final results

 равно 4 12 9

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Stefan Molyneux 🇬🇧 @StefanMolyneux · Mar 23
Lone wolf attack.

Arrested 8 people overnight.

🤔

Pick one.

 равно 138 1.9K 3.8K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Bruce Porter, Jr. @NetworksManager · Mar 23
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
Kurt Cochran didn't have to die, the muslim shouldn't have been there
Gotta #BanIslam to save world
@realDonaldTrump

Donald J. Trump 🇺🇸 @realDonaldTrump
A great American, Kurt Cochran, was killed in the London terror attack.
My prayers and condolences are with his family and friends.

 равно 225 426 988
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Abdullah Sankari @asank02 · Mar 23
Let’s have our own ‘referendum’ How many of you support the #Pray4MuslimBan and how many of you oppose the #MuslimBan? Make sure to retweet

69% Ban Muslims

31% Don’t ban Muslims.

6,095 votes • Final results

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 23
It’s time to impeach all politicians who support immigration over American lives. We need to rise up people. These people are killing us.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 22
The London attack has already disappeared from trends on Twitter. Everyone moves on & forgets until the next massacre. Sick of this shit.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

MI-Red-State, Esq. @MiRedState · Mar 22
Here is the guy who plowed through London today and stabbed a police officer to death - twitter.com/Pamela_Moore13...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Stephen @NoTimeToDream · Mar 22
#PrayForLondon #Westminster Let’s just keep doing this to feel good without changing anything within our society

#PrayForParis - January 7, 2015
#PrayForParis - November 13, 2015
#PrayForSanBernardino - 2 December 2015
#PrayForBrussels - 22 March 2016
#PrayForOrlando - 12 June 2016
#PrayForNice - 14 July 2016
#PrayForGermany
#PrayForWurzburg - 18 July 2016
#PrayForReutlingen - 24 July 2016
#PrayForAnsbach - 24 July 2016
#PrayForMunich - 22 July 2016
#PrayForOhio - 28 November 2016
#PrayForBerlin - 19 December 2016
#PrayForLondon - 22 March 2017
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 22

Islam doesn't belong in the west especially America. Muslims must leave. We are not compatible. Our cultures are not compatible.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 22

This is bad ass! I love @TRobinsonNewEra

Gionni Principe @FTD_Guido24

WATCH: Tommy Robinson drops the reality & facts to support it, that we as a civilized world, are under attack!
milo.yiannopoulos.net/2017/03/tommy-...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Defend Europa @DefendEvropa · Mar 22

Blood flowing in the streets of #London. According to the muslim mayor, this is our new normal now.

NO, we will not accept this!

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 22

@AnnCoulter He belongs to the party that exists behind the cameras and press from both members of the aisle. Merky waters.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Trey Yingst @TreyYingst · Mar 22

BREAKING: Chairman Nunes tells me that President Trump's general use of wiretapping as surveillance was correct
#PrayForLondon doesn't work. London won't be safe until it rids itself of the cancer known as Islam.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Fashy Haircut @NathanDamigo · Mar 22
The Moslem mayor of London will pray for the city in Arabic, and to the same "god" that the #Parliament murderer does. #PrayForLondon

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Mar 22
Would a Muslim ban from America and Europe be fair?

No.

Must it be done.

Yes.

#London

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 22
Multiculturalism is a plague on western nations. A ethno state is our only true future and hope.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 20
Open borders for Israel!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

James Woods @RealJamesWoods · Mar 19
How's life at the lake house, Big Guy? #HillarysBitch

Bernie Sanders @BernieSanders
We are living in a nation which worships wealth rather than caring for the poor. I don't think that is the nation we should be living in.
Trump can’t breach 15%
Trump can’t breach 25%
Trump can’t breach 35%
Trump can’t breach 50%
Trump can’t reach 1237
Trump won’t win unbound delegates
Trump won’t be the nominee
Trump can’t beat Clinton in swing states
Trump can’t get 270
Trump won’t win the vote recount
Trump won’t get enough delegates
Trump won’t be POTUS
Trump won’t end TPP
Trump won’t ban radical Muslim countries
Trump had Russia hack the election
Trump won’t bring back jobs
Trump won’t deport illegals
Trump doesn’t pay taxes

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 20
Islam is a disease!
#AltRight

@RichardBSpencer - Mar 18

IT'S BEAUTIFUL HOW YOU PEOPLE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO MAINTAIN YOUR TRADITIONS FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS.

UGH! IT'S SICKENING HOW YOU PEOPLE STICK TO YOUR BACKWARD TRADITIONS! WAKE UP! IT'S THE CURRENT YEAR!
There are arguments that money talks. It’s why right-wing radio hosts will sing songs about you after the Revolution.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Ann Coulter** @AnnCoulter · Mar 18

Turkey’s Erdogan threatening to send Europe 15K refugees a month. So even Muslims consider Muslim migrants a threat.

| 732     | 9.0K | 17K   |

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Nia EndDACA** @nia4_trump · Mar 17

Merkel only wanted to shake @POTUS hand for cameras. Angela forgets, there’s a man in the WH now, not a puppet. They did shake hands, later.

| 103     | 472   | 757   |

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**David Duke** @DrDavidDuke · Mar 17

Those orchestrating & supporting the destruction of Syria, Lebanon & Yemen - karma is coming.

What the hell is 🇺🇸 doing in Syria uninvited?!
out. And yet, you have kept DACA

TheLastRefuge @TheLastRefuge2
Two of President Obama’s Undocumented Alien “Children” Brutally Rape 14-Year-Old Maryland...
theconservativetreehouse.com/2017/03/17/two...

Wayne Peek Retweeted

CC @ChristiChat · Mar 17
500 cities now call themselves ‘sanctuary cities’
@SheriffClarke where’s the sanctuary for ordinary Americans?
#MAGA

Varney & Co.

Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich · Mar 17
Replying to @BrandonVDixon
What did Hamilton star @BrandonVDixon mean by this?

Hamilton Star Brandon Victor Dixon Advocated Interracial Rape?
When not lecturing the Trump Administration form his bully pulpit, Hamilton star Brandon Victor Dixon is advocating rape, recently unearthed Tweets...
dangerandplay.com
so much, they can have them...all of them.

Aloha Akbar

578 2.9K 4.6K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 17

Again, note how Turkey, an Islamic country, characterizes migrants as a weapon to be used against the west.

Turkey threatens to send Europe ‘15,000 refugees a month’
Turkey's Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu has threatened to "blow the mind" of Europe by sending 15,000 refugees a month to EU territory, in an yahoo.com

334 5.0K 5.4K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Renegade5228_ @Renegade5228_ · Mar 16

Never forget who we are!

A Race Of...
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Nuc EndDACA @nia4_trump · Mar 16

Muslim refugees in Sevran, France car jack, beat & kidnap woman driver then shoot a man who tries to help. France’s last hope is #Marine2017

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard Spencer @RichardBSpencer · Mar 16

Trump needs to do only 3 things to be great: 1. Stop immigration 2. Build infrastructure 3. Defund the universities.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Bruce Porter, Jr. @NetworksManager · Mar 17

Islam doesn’t assimilate, it colonizes. Every mosque uses same koran, no country that allows it survives.

#BanIslam

Migrant Party Wins Seats for First Time in Europe at Dutch Elections

A political party founded by Turks to serve the interests of immigrants in the
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 16
If you even stoop so low as to eat at @McDonaldsCorp I hope you will boycott for their disgusting behaviour toward @POTUS!

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Lori Hendry @LiRhendry · Mar 15
For the money that Obama spent on building Obamacare website, everyone in America could have free healthcare for life! DIGEST that! #MAGA

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich · Mar 15
Replying to @smoss
Will "ill" Bow Wow" lace up those gloves, or is he a studio gangster? @smoss @realDonaldTrump @SnoopDogg

15% He'll throw hands
85% Studio gangster

17,860 votes · Final results

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Geert Wilders 🇳🇱 @geertwilderspvv · Mar 14
Cover Time magazine.
Ann Kelly @LadyAodh  ·  Mar 15
There is nothing wrong with Whites loving and supporting our own race.

#altright #pvv #goodnewsin5words #wednesdaywisdom #whitegenocide

The greatest con JoB of the 20th century
Was cultural Marxists convincing Whites that its morally wrong for Whites to love and support our own race.

Love your race, white people.

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet  ·  Mar 15

Bernie Sanders @BernieSanders

Not only is Donald Trump going to lose on November 8th, but next year he's going to start paying his fair share of taxes.

Trump 2005 Tax Rate: 25%
Bernie 2014 Tax Rate: 13.5%

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Brittany Pettibone @BrittPettibone  ·  Mar 14
President Trump 2005 Tax Rate: 25%
Bernie Sanders 2014 Tax Rate: 13.5%

Bernie Sanders @BernieSanders

Not only is Donald Trump going to lose on November 8th, but next year he's going to start paying his fair share of taxes.
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Mar 14
Help! Rachel Maddow’s career has fallen and it can’t get up!

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Mar 15
Today is the day that the Dutch people take back their country. Go Geert Wilders! #DutchElection

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 13
Replying to @ELEVEN_GOP
@TrumpDreamTweet North Dakota?? Why is a Muslim in North Dakota? We have to get these people out of our country!

Lauren Southern @Lauren_Southern · Mar 5
I never thought I would live in the timeline with Anti-antifa Hoplites.

Ann Kelly @LadyAodh · Mar 13
Africans & Asians are not projected to be a minority in ALL their countries, Whites are.

That’s genocide, #WHITEgenocide!

#SteveKing

If trends continue in 50 years
Welcome to...

Because “diversity” = White genocide.

Yet Africa has over 50+ all black nations. Asia will remain totally Asian. And that will be true a century from now. It is White countries & ONLY White countries that are being flooded with non-Whites & it is EVERY single White country. “Assimilation”, "Diversity" & "MultiCULTuralism" are ALL just code words for White Genocide.

---

Wayne Peek Retweeted

@EndDACA @nia4_trump · Mar 13

#mondaymotivation The Clash of Civilization. It's culture not race.

We can't restore our civilization with somebody else's babies—Steve King

---

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 13

Steve King is completely correct. Never back down from the truth, no matter how uncomfortable.
Rep Steve King On 'Babies' Tweet: 'I Meant Exactly What I Said'

After attracting controversy Sunday for tweeting 'we can't restore our civilization with somebody else's babies,' Congressman Steve King told informationliberation.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ashley Feinberg 🌐@ashleyfeinberg · Mar 12
At least one person liked Steve King's tweet

David Duke 📚@DrDavidDuke

GOD BLESS STEVE KING!!!

#TruthRISING

The Hill 🌐@thehill

GOP lawmaker: "We can't restore our civilization with somebody else's babies" hill.cm/Sbbq8uf

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Jon Jafari 🌐@JonTronShow · Mar 12
This whole stupid system relies on rational people being shamed into shutting up. Glad to see that slowly falling apart

Richard Spencer 🌐@Richard8Spencer · Mar 12
The 15 Words:

[C]ulture and demographics are our destiny. We can't restore our civilization with somebody else's babies.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Let's take a poll 🗳@lapoll · Mar 12
Do you think MUSLIMS are using the Democrat Party as a vehicle to infiltrate and destroy America? (Vote & Retweet)
Wayne Peek Retweeted

WhitelidentityPolitix @whitereddit · Mar 12

After court acquittal, self-styled vigilante in Bulgaria vows to continue ‘hunting migrants’

AAfter court acquittal, self-styled vigilante in Bulgaria vows to continu...

Peter Nizamov was found not guilty of false imprisonment of three migrants in April 2016.

thejournal.ie

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Jon Jafari @JonTronShow · Mar 12

Wow, how scandalous, Steve King doesn’t want his country invaded by people who have contempt for his culture and people! NAZI!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Fox News @FoxNews · Mar 12

@AnnCoulter:

“Even if it were true that immigrants, & I mean legal &
illegal, were committing fewer crimes—no, the number we want is ZERO.”

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 12
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard 🇺🇸 Spencer 🇺🇸 @RichardBSpencer · Mar 12
Doing the jobs Americans won't do...

Illegal immigrant, 35, ‘shot dead 15-year-old whom ...
Armando Rodrigo Garcia-Ramires, 35, has been charged
with two counts of capital murder in San Antonio, Texas,
in the shooting death of Jennifer Del...
dailymail.co.uk

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Let's take a poll @Itapoll · Mar 12
Do you think all Muslims should be driven out of Europe? (Vote & Retweet)

84% Yes
16% No

2,526 votes • Final results

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard 🇺🇸 Spencer 🇺🇸 @RichardBSpencer · Mar 12
Europe will only be great again once we've taken Constantinople.

#LiberateHagiaSofia @RT_Erdogan

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 12
@ @allahpundit once again. Playing the victim card doesn't work anymore. If you've been to isreal. Most muslim countries won't let you enter

Paul Joseph Watson 🇺🇸 @PrisonPlanet · Mar 12
Pro-Erdogan paper says only 48,000 Dutch troops but 400,000 Turks living in Holland. Is this a threat?
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard Spencer @Richard8Spencer · Mar 8
“Hail Trump! Hail Our People! Hail Victory!”

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Gavin McInnes @Gavin_McInnes · Mar 12
The Israeli TSA is what life is like without political correctness. It’s a post SJW utopia.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 11
The sight of Islamists chanting “Allahu Akbar” on the streets of Rotterdam surely only benefits Geert Wilders. Dutch election in 4 days.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Marta Smith @mawmaw1976 · Mar 11
Replying to @NetworksManager @TheFeministGOP and 2 others
Ryan needs to be gone! He’s a Fake phony sneaky deceitful Spy!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Hunter Wallace @occdissent · Mar 10
Breana Talbot here was kidnapped from her TX apartment and gang raped by three black men on International Women’s Day
IF THE RACES WERE REVERSED, THIS WOULD BE NATIONAL NEWS! THESE MEN MUST BE BROUGHT TO JUSTICE!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

WikiLeaks • @wikileaks · Mar 9

NSA staff used spy tools on spouses, ex-lovers. Think it takes a warrant? Nope, just somebody willing to do it.

NSA staff used spy tools on spouses, ex-lovers: watchdog
At least a dozen U.S. National Security Agency employees have been caught using secret government surveillance tools to spy on the emails...
reuters.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson • @PrisonPlanet · Mar 9

More axe attackers believed to be on the run in Dusseldorf. 13-year-old girl amongst victims.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Tommy Robinson • @T RobinsonNewEra · Mar 9

Islam means peace

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ann Coulter • @AnnCoulter · Mar 9

More examples of Trump's dangerous agenda! Now Samsung plans to spend 300k shifting jobs from Mexico to US. This madness must be stopped!
Ann Coulter · @AnnCoulter · Mar 9
Illegal border crossings down 40% in Trump's first month. Or as Democrats call it ... coincidence!

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Donald J. Trump · @realDonaldTrump · Mar 9
Despite what you hear in the press, healthcare is coming along great. We are talking to many groups and it will end in a beautiful picture!

Wayne Peak Retweeted
PeterSweden · @PeterSweden7 · Mar 9
WATCH - Swedish police's own footage from inside Rinkeby. This is why it is a NO-GO ZONE.

Fashy Haircut · @NathanDamigo · Mar 9
Note to politicians: The only people who want you importing slave wage laborers are your rich donors.

Breitbart News · @BreitbartNews
Populist victory in New England. trib.al/STimGdJ

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Chris Taylor · @taylorchris221 · Mar 9
Another benefit of multiculturalism... "when I was young we all played outside", Reason: the country was Whiter

Stefan Molyneux · @StefanMolyneux
The average child now spends less time out of doors than the average high security prisoner in jail.

Wayne Peak Retweeted
Jack Posobiec · @JackPosobiec · Mar 8
Media: TRUMP WILL DESTROY THE ECONOMY IF ELECTED!

Reality: Dow Over 20,000+, Jobs 300,000+ in First Month
Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 7

Just a coincidence that Michael Hastings was writing about Dem spying & about to do a big exposé of the CIA before his car crashed. #Vault7

Why Democrats Love To Spy On Americans

Besides Sens. Ron Wyden and Mark Udall, most Democrats abandoned their civil liberty positions during the age of Obama. With a new leak investigation looming, the Democrat leadership are now being forced to confront all the secrets they’ve tried to hide.

posted on Jun 7, 2013, at 6:10 p.m.

Michael Hastings
BuzzFeed Staff

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Katy-Depiorabelleta @KatyyAnnn · Mar 7

What if Christianity required that every female older than five be clitless. Would feminists march for Christianity then?

This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Mar 7

Are you a childless woman of advanced age who never got married? You’ll never be alone again: the CIA is always there and willing to listen!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Sorrin @Sorrin72 · Mar 7

The Fuhrer fought first and foremost for his people. But he also fought for this.
You Know It Is The Truth

And They Are Protecting #Obama

The Lead CNN

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Jayson Pitt @pitt_jayson · Mar 7
Replying to @NotElizabeth88 @MissLizzyNJ @ed_hooley anyone that thinks Obama did not wiretap POTUS is in denial brainwashed or plain ignorant

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Not Elizabeth @NotElizabeth88 · Mar 7
So #Vault7 is exposing how the government spied on us, but it's totally implausible that they spied on Trump when he was campaigning, right?

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Nigel Farage @Nigel_Farage · Mar 7
At long last, the truth is seeping out of Sweden.

Swedish Minister forced to admit rape on increase, Farage was right
Sweden's political establishment in denial
westmonster.com
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Dr. Marty Fox @DrMartyFox · Mar 5
Muslim Who Sexually Assualted 12 Year Old Girl

Was STOPPED By The #Trump Travel Ban
BEFORE #SCHUMER Got Him In

jihadwatch.org/2017/03/muslim...

Muslim who claimed visa denied by Trump ban, who Schumer got into US, arrested for sexual assault of 12-year-old girl

March 3, 2017 by Robert

Wayne Peek Retweeted

The Columbia Bugle @ColumbiaBugle · Mar 6
Obamagate in a nutshell. #IfIWereTapped
FBI Director Comey is publicly going to war with President Trump. What is the FBI trying to hide?

Incredible that the media is giving James Clapper credibility when he denies Obama spied on Trump.

Women's marches from around the World...
Donald J. Trump  @realDonaldTrump  · Mar 5
Who was it that secretly said to Russian President, “Tell Vladimir that after the election I’ll have more flexibility?” @foxandfriends

Paul Joseph Watson  @PrisonPlanet  · Mar 5
How is this ‘collaborating with an enemy nation’? Last time I checked, Wikileaks was not a country. @HuffingtonPost  ‘Roger Stone’

In perhaps the most shocking tweet of the evening, which appears to now be removed, Stone even suggested having collaborated with an enemy nation in the WikiLeaks scandal that rocked the presidential election last November. Stone tweeted that he “never denied perfectly legal back channel to Assange who indeed had the goods” on Hillary Clinton, using hashtag #CrookedHillary in a throwback to a familiar campaign motif.

Roger Stone  @RogerJStoneJr
@RVAwonk you stupid stupid bitch - never denied perfectly legal back channel to Assange who indeed had the goods on #CrookedHillary

Wayne Peek  @jwpeek88  · Mar 4
Obama’s Slush Fund + George Soros set to DESTROY TRUMP
youtube.com/1BrNTv0vdc via @YouTube

Wayne Peek  @jwpeek88  · Mar 4
OBAMA ALLOWED FBI TO WIRETAP TRUMP BECAUSE OF UNVERIFIED CIA RUSSIA INTE... youtube.com/u-trYkP8ie0 via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Ben Owen, HRK  @hrkbenowen  · Mar 4
Is it time for Trump to purge Obama appointees? Please retweet.

95% Yes
5% No

4,436 votes • Final results
Wayne Peak Retweeted

U.S. Freedom Army @USFreedomArmy · 2 Sep 2016

IF YOU WERE KILLED BY A COP WHICH STORE WOULD YOU WANT LOOTED IN YOUR MEMORY?

48 545 360

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Peter Daou @peterdaou · Mar 4
POLL: Is Team Trump acting like they have something to hide on #Russia?

36% No, nothing to hide

64% Yes, isn’t it obvious?

15,970 votes • Final results

317 1.5K 695

Wayne Peak Retweeted

Mark Dice @MarkDice · Mar 4
Howard Dean is confirming the wiretap happened. #ObamaGate

Howard Dean @GovHowardDean
@realDonaldTrump The FISA court which issued the warrant to tap Trumps phone was set up to catch terrorists. They tap for probable cause twitter.com/justinhendrix/...

282 2.7K 3.6K

Wayne Peak Retweeted

WikiLeaks @wikileaks · Mar 4
Tracey: The Basic Formula For Every Shocking Russia/Trump Revelation
The Basic Formula For Every Shocking Russia/Trump Revelation

The basic formula for every breaking Trump/Russia story is essentially as follows:

medium.com

Wayne Peek Retweeted

David Duke @DrDavidDuke · Mar 4

Very progressive - a (((flight))) is obviously being bestowed upon our nation.

ABC News

Two MS-13 gang members from El Salvador, both in the United States illegally, held three teenage girls against their will and killed one of them in a satanic ritual, authorities in Houston said Friday.

Police: 3 teen girls kidnapped by Salvadoran gang in Houston

abcnews.go.com

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 4

OBAMA ‘is FUMING’ at Trey Gowdy’s New Role In Trump’s White House  Intel...
youtu.be/NjQuihv35wI via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Ian Miles Cheong @stillgray · Mar 3

This is what a narrative looks like.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

**U.S. Freedom Army** @USFreedomArmy · 6 Apr 2016

The only “clear” we need from BHO is to “clear out.” Enlist in the USFA at USFREEDOMARMY.COM. Patriots only.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**NinaEndDACA** @nia4_trump · Mar 4

AG Sessions must launch an immediate investigation into Obama’s ILLEGAL wire tap of Trump Tower. #ObamaGate #AMJoy
dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4...

NY Times, January 19, 2017

The F.B.I. is leading the investigations, a Security Agency, the C.I.A. and the Tea financial crimes unit. The investigators' efforts in recent weeks but have found of wrongdoing, the officials said. One of reports based on some of the wiretap been provided to the White House.

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitor · Mar 4
Do you believe that Obama wiretapped Trump Tower? #ObamaGate

- 70% Yes
- 7% No
- 23% LOCK HIM UP!

2,062 votes • Final results

U.S. Freedom Army @USFreedomArmy · Mar 4
The Muslim invasion of free countries continues unabated. Enlist in our patriot army at USFREEDOMARMY.COM.

U.S. Freedom Army @USFreedomArmy
Want to see some cowards? Look at the bottom panel. Enlist ----> USFREEDOMARMY.COM. Join other patriots today.

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Mar 4
How
Iow has President Obama gone to tap my phones during the very sacred election process. This is Nixon/Watergate. Bad (or sick) guy!

Robert Kimbell @RedHotSquirrel · Feb 28
Sweden, where terrified women have vanished from the streets and a conspiracy of silence buries the truth.

KATIE HOPKINS reports from Scandi-lib paradise of Sweden
I didn't come to Sweden for the riots. Or because of Trump. I came because
• Σ14 Information
  – That category of sensitive information (including bypass scenarios) concerning the vulnerability of nuclear weapons to a deliberate unauthorized nuclear detonation or to the denial of authorized use.

• Σ15 Information
  – That category of sensitive information concerning the design and function of nuclear weapon use control systems, features, and components. This includes use control for passive and active systems. It may include security verification features or weapon design features not specifically part of a use control system.
Renegade5228_ @Renegade5228_ · Mar 3
Blacks: We buildid pyramidz n shiieett
Whites: Check this out!

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Mar 3
South African President Jacob Zuma calls for confiscation of white land without compensation

Jacob Zuma calls for confiscation of white land without compensation
President Jacob Zuma has called on parliament to change South Africa’s constitution to allow the expropriation of white owned land without comp...
telegraph.co.uk

Third Position 👍 @Third_Position · Mar 3
They're not hiding it, the media is. #LiberalTerrorism
Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 3
#LiberalTerrorism is trending. The left needs to de-radicalize its lunatic extremist fringe.

Man Arrested For Jewish Center Bomb Threats is A... Trump proven right yet again. infowars.com

President Trump @POTUS · Mar 3
MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 3
Oscar screw-up, Trump speech, Jewish bomb threatener a leftist, Kidlyak blowback now impacting Pelosi. A bad week for the left.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 3
The Deep State War on Trump youtu.be/NBTMKLmdpho via @YouTube
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 3
Reality Calls Show #6: Jared Taylor, American Renaissance
yout.be/07p0c7vGYOA via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Ben Owen, HRK 🇺🇸 @hrkbenowen · Mar 2
Should Jeff Sessions resign from his job as Attorney General? Please retweet.

7% Yes
93% No

1,949 votes • Final results

36 524 177

Wayne Peek Retweeted
tom alex @rejialex7 · Mar 3
🇦🇺 Australia: Multicultural Nightmare. 😒😊😭

322 1.7K 941

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Red Ice TV @redicetv · Mar 2
Cultural Enrichment: MS-13 Savages Sacrifice Teenage Girl to Appease Demon
dlvr.it/NWyI8t
Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Taginha Bliss** ❤️ @BlissTabitha · Mar 3

Muslim Who Claimed Denial Of Visa Due To Travel Ban, Who Schumer Got Into U.S., Arrested For Felony Sex Abuse Of Child... weaselzippers.us/327681-muslim...

7 54 35

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson 🇺🇸 @PrisonPlanet · Mar 3

Man arrested for Jewish center bomb threats is an anti-Trump Communist. Narrative fail.

Anti-Trump Communist Arrested For Jewish Comm... Former reporter
dailycaller.com

87 1.2K 1.9K

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Deplorable SamCash @ns1jb · Feb 28

Europe won't defend itself against Islam bcs it dsnt want to FEEL racist or xenophobic!

They're better off under Putin than the Shah of Iran

Deplorable Racist AI @1u4m4

Why should the USA waste money defending Europe if Europe keeps Islamizing itself.

Islam is worse than Russia!!...

11 82 94

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Richard Carroll @CombatHeroes · Mar 3

Replying to @jwpeek88 @NetworksManager @DaveCullenCF

Am I Islamophobic?
Let me think about that for a brief moment.
They're killing everyone who does not accept Allah.
They're raping women & children for sport.
They're cutting peoples heads off.
They're setting people on fire, to watch them burn.
They're blowing themselves up, hoping to kill many.
They're destroying everything they touch.

Now they want to come to my country and do the samething?
Wayne Peek Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson ✴ @PrisonPlanet · Mar 3
Democrat Party Ties to Russia

While Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton personally signed off on a transaction that gave Russia a 20% stake in the entire U.S. stockpile of uranium.

Shortly thereafter, Uranium One made $2 million in donations to the Clinton Foundation, and Bill Clinton made a Moscow speech for a $500,000 cash payoff.

But somehow, it's Donald Trump who is kowtowing to the Russian government?

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Donald J. Trump ✴ @realDonaldTrump · Mar 3
It is so pathetic that the Dems have still not approved my full Cabinet.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 2
WIKILEAKS TASK FORCE DESTROYS RUSSIAN HACKING MYTH: Assumptions Now Repl... youtu.be/ayJmK1QzQ2M via @YouTube

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 2
The End Of Free Speech In Canada Is Here youtu.be/K2yx28mJRcw via @YouTube @rebelmedia
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Leah the Boss @LeahRBoss · Mar 1
Pay attention to the timing of this Sessions hit piece.

Trump delivers great speech.
Polls well.
Stocks surge.

Dems are desperate.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Mar 2
Six
hundred and forty-five anonymous sources report that Jeff Sessions rented Rocky IV at Blockbuster video in 1993. He must resign.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored · Mar 2
Every LIKE and RT gets the attention of Senator Schumer. Get it done!

Based Monitored 🇺🇸 @BasedMonitored
Care to comment @SenSchumer?

Wayne Peek Retweeted

David A. Clarke, Jr. @SheriffClarke · Mar 2
Where
was the call for Loretta Lynch’s resignation or an investigation by GOP when she secretly met with Bill Clinton on a tarmac? No fight.
Wayne Peek Retweeted

kırmızıEndDACA @nia4_trump · Mar 2
It wasn’t #Sessions who LIED to The Senate under oath, during confirmation hearing, it was Hillary Clinton, listen.

kırmızıEndDACA

Wayne Peek Retweeted

kırmızıAnother Becky @greeneyedbecky · Mar 1
What if white privilege really just meant white accomplishment? Come on, we can’t talk about white accomplishments.
~That would be racist.~

Wayne Peek Retweeted

 kırmızıStefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Mar 2
An anonymous source reports that his old college roommate witnessed
Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 2
If Obama is deliberately working to overthrow the government, as reported, he could face 20 years in prison. infowars.com/obamas-goal-to...

18 U.S. Code § 2384 - Seditious conspiracy

If two or more persons in any State or Territory, or in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to overthrow, put down, or to destroy by force the Government of the United States, or to levy war against them, or to oppose by force the authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, or delay the execution of any law of the United States, or by force to seize, take, or possess any property of the United States contrary to the authority thereof, they shall each be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both. (June 25, 1948, ch. 645, 62 Stat. 808; July 24, 1956, ch. 678, § 1, 70 Stat. 623; Pub. L. 103–322, title XXXIII, § 3300; Pub. L. 103–322, title XXXIII, § 330016(1)(N), Sept. 13, 1994, 108 Stat. 2148.)

Jeremy Nolt @RealJeremyNolt · Mar 2
It’s almost like someone is funding a bunch of bots w/ scripts to create false hysteria over #Sessions nonsense. Distracting from #FlushFund

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 2
Team
Trump needs to stop apologizing & caving to deep state bullies & contrived leftist hysteria. I am making a video about this.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 2
Make America Mexico Again? youtube.be/nNnrU_fyDIA via Time for respect or to be removed from our lands. No more illegals or immiigrants.
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 2
LIVE STREAM: Attorney General Jeff Sessions Press Conference Regarding R... youtu.be/a1MB0V85nGU via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Tommy Robinson 🇬🇧 @TRobinsonNewEra · Mar 2
Imagine if a white person did this to a Muslim, it would be national news
This media may contain sensitive material. Learn more View

2.5K 20K 19K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 2
Last Night in Sweden!! youtu.be/r_xN43EzMO0 via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Pat Condell 🇬🇧 @patcondell · Mar 2
#LePen set to face court for tweeting images of ISIS murders. Whoever thought this up must want her to be elected.

Could Marine Le Pen face charges for sharing ISIS images? The Front National leader shared the gruesome images in December 2015.
newsweek.com

141 1.3K 2.1K

Wayne Peek Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson 🇬🇧 @PrisonPlanet · Mar 2
This is why the EU elite hates Le Pen and is trying to sabotage her campaign.

RobinHoodUKIP
Wayne Peek Retweeted

@mflynnJR • Mar 2
This is major story not being reported in the MSM. The Awan brothers had access to highest levels of classified info...#Repost #Sessions

The Daily Caller @DailyCaller
Pakistani Suspects In House IT Probe Received $4 Million From Dem Reps trib.al/u2NWwa9

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 • Mar 2
Any similarity between black violence in US and moslem violence in Europe...youtube.be/isxt2H2OCC8 via @YouTube America is at a race war.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 • Mar 2
Black
on white crime is something none of us want to speak about but it’s time to acknowledge it. Whites are being killed everyday.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet • Mar 2
Migrants jailed for gang-rapeing German tourist in New Year’s Eve attack.

Migrants jailed for gang-raping German tourist in New Year’s Eve attack.
A GANG of Iraqi migrants from the same family have been jailed for raping a German tourist.
express.co.uk

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 • Mar 2
Indianapolis reporter moves family into black neighborhood to prove a po...youtube.be/EeEDalawCPI via @YouTube
There is a RACE WAR. Are you in danger? My comin' home by (pun) 7 PM. Watch:
youtu.be/CXnG3mCMv0 via @YouTube

@PeterSweden
Yes. Summary of top stories today:
- House bombed.
- Dynamite at house.
- 66kg of explosives found in Sweden.
- Some 20 ppl in mass fight.

@Dan_Thomas_1989
Replying to @PeterSweden7
All these news you’ve been posting on your feed actually happened today?

@PrisonPlanet
Muslim asylum seeker jailed for life for killing 'infidel' landlady in Germany.

announced.co.uk

@PrisonPlanet
Several prominent SJW YouTubers are giving up & quitting. We are winning the culture war.

@Humf99
Replying to @excalib13 @KurlyKrissy
NO FUCKING SURRENDER TO ISLAM EVER 🤚🏼辋️
These women are the result of Muslim Islam Sharia Law

They were beaten, burned and blinded by their own fathers and husbands. Is this what you want?

Wayne Peak Retweeted

The Rebel @TheRebelTV · Mar 1

Leader of upcoming women’s anti-Trump march is convicted Muslim terrorist therel.com/daily_top_5_le... | WomensMarch maga resist

DAILY TOP 5

For the Counter-Jihad

Wayne Peak Retweeted

The Rouser @RouserNews · Mar 1

President Trump: “my job is not to represent the world, my job is to represent the United States of America” 🇺🇸

Fox News
My job is to represent the United States of America.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

The Safest Space @The SAFestSpace · Mar 1

Turns out the racist graffiti tweeted this week by @ShaunKing & @SarahKSilverman was done by a non-white special needs student

Sarah Silverman @SarahKSilverman

Make no mistake this is what they mean by make America great again

Shaun King @ShaunKing

Lakeville South High School in Lakeville, Minnesota. I see these every day all day now.

8:40 PM · 27 Feb 17

2,632 RETWEETS 4,700 LIKES

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Mark Dice @MarkDice · Mar 1

Hey @Jack are you going to lock Seth Rogen’s account for 24-hours under your new “no swearing” policy, or does he have celebrity privilege?

Seth Rogen @Sethrogen

Fuck you @RealBenCarson.

266 RETWEETS 1.8K LIKES

Wayne Peek Retweeted

RAMZPAUL @ramzpaul · Mar 1

Our enemy promotes ugliness and equality. We understand the importance of beauty in art and architecture.
Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 - Mar 1

A New Chapter: Trump’s Epic Address to Congress youtu.be/wc0PTPQZFl8 via @YouTube

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux - Mar 1

Andrew Breitbart died five years ago today, but his commitment, passion and fierce determination will always be remembered.

Wayne Peek Retweeted

U.S. Freedom Army @USFreedomArmy - 19 Feb 2016

Eventually all the lies will catch up with you. Join our army at USFREEDOMARMY.COM. Stand up for America.

No wonder Liberals are so confused
Wayne Peek Retweeted
Paul Joseph Watson @PrisonPlanet · Mar 1

REACTION TO TRUMP'S SPEECH

VERY POSITIVE
57%

SOMewhat positive
21%

POSITIVE
21%

NEGATIVE
26%

69%

TRUMP'S POLICIES WILL MOVE THE COUNTRY...

69%

MORE OPTIMISTIC
28%

PRE-SPEECH
58%

POST-SPEECH
69%

8% MORE PESSIMISTIC

TRUMP'S POLICIES MAKE YOU FEEL...

12%

3.7K

6.9K

Wayne Peek Retweeted
President Trump @POTUS · Feb 28

A new chapter of American Greatness is now beginning. #AmericanSpirit

5.7K

12K

53K

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Mar 1

Yes it was! I can’t wait to get to meet up. We have big plans currently in the works.

Wayne Peek @jwpeek88 · Feb 28

TRUMP SAYS HE BELIEVES OBAMA is BEHIND PROTESTS and WHITE HOUSE LEAKS. youtube.com/watch?v=SlJgTkW3Lbc via @YouTube

PeterSweden @PeterSweden7 · Feb 28

New report from official crime statistics org. in Sweden shows that violent crime and shootings has increased. svt.se/hyhet/kriminal...
Wayne Peek Retweeted

U.S. Freedom Army @USFreedomArmy · 7 Jan 2015
The U.S. is in a death spiral & T.S. knows it. Enlist: USFREEDOMARMY.COM.
Striving to restore some sanity.

No society ever thrived because it had a large and growing class of parasites living off those who produce.
- Thomas Sowell

Wayne Peek Retweeted

TRUMP ANOMALY® @ANOMALY1 · Feb 26
⚠️WARNING ⚠️ Iraqi Forces find horrific film of #ISIS fighters laughing while screaming #Yazidi: Christian girl is raped! #8anislam #DestroyISIS

Carrie Mae @carriedaway16 · Feb 28
Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Zen Proverbs** @ZenProverbs · Feb 28

Inter-dependence...is a fundamental law of nature. — Dalai Lama XIV

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Jayda Fransen** @JaydaBF · Feb 28

The Islamic doctrine of diversity!

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Donald J. Trump** @realDonaldTrump · Feb 27

GOP now viewed more favorably than Dems, in Trump era (per NBC/WSJ poll) via @HotlineJosh:

Wayne Peek Retweeted

**Ed DeMolay** @Ed_Demolay · Feb 28

Trying to decide what to watch tonight. What do you think?
Wayne Peek Retweeted

Mike Cernovich 🇺🇸 @Cernovich - Feb 28
Trump caught on tape saying "free trade" as we know it is bullshit and harms America. His supporters cheer.

Gizmodo ♂️ @Gizmodo
Leaked audio: Trump cares about food safety but only if the food is foreign gizmo.do/dmkufj5

Wayne Peek Retweeted

Dinesh D’Souza @DineshDSouza - Feb 28
When @realDonaldTrump met with black educators @nytimes forgot--just forgot!--to share this photo with readers

New to Twitter?
Sign up now to get your own personalized timeline!
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